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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Marks of Spiritual Leadership module!
It is said that everything rises and falls on leadership. In this GLC Upgrades
module, we will explore God’s design for leadership. In the recent years,
there has been much pre-occupation with leadership as a whole, and
rightly so because leadership is very crucial to the life and existence of
any organization, including the Church. Therefore, it is very important to
understand and practice leadership as modeled by Jesus Himself.
In the Christian world, this is called spiritual leadership. But how can we
tell that a person is exercising spiritual leadership? More importantly,
what does the Bible say about spiritual leadership? These and more will
be addressed in this module.
If you are a leader at home, in your small group or at work, you will
greatly benefit from this module and especially as you lead those who
are under your care and authority. So prepare yourself as you learn to be
the spiritual leader that God wants you to be!
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HOW TO USE
THIS WORKBOOK
This workbook is the GLC 3 Upgrades: Marks of Spiritual Leadership
small group study guide. It is designed to equip and train those who have
completed GLC 1 and 2 Essentials in leading Dgroups.
Please note that this workbook and the videos saved in the USB (with the
training kit) is the most updated version of Marks of Spiritual Leadership
and the answer key found in the last pages of this workbook corresponds
with the blank spaces found in the sessions.
Remember that the learning process is more than just knowing the right
answers to the blank spaces in this workbook. Obedience to God’s truth
through life application is much more important. As we apply the lessons
from Marks of Spiritual Leadership, by His grace, we will experience
greater intimacy with Jesus Christ and others as we become better
spiritual leaders.
Some reminders for facilitators:
Make sure that you do a personal Bible study using this workbook and the
video ahead of your Dgroup meeting. Encourage your members to have
their own workbooks and to watch the video either before your meeting,
or during your meeting. Do not divert the teaching topic – stick to what is
in the workbook. The workbook includes the Bible lesson and individual
and small group learning activities to help you get the most out of your
meetings. There are four parts in the sessions: Explore, Examine, Express
and Experience.
•

Explore — contains individual and Dgroup activities that help prepare
you for the Bible study.

•

Examine — this is where you go through the Bible lesson with your Dgroup.

•

Express — this is where Dgroup members get a chance to express
more of their insights, questions and thoughts about the Bible lesson.
They can do it in writing, doodling or drawing, and sharing to the rest
of the group.
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•

Experience — this section is accomplished outside the Dgroup
meeting time. There are suggested individual or group Life Apps that
will hopefully help you experience life transformation as you apply
God’s truth in practical ways.

As you begin, please remember that this workbook is just a tool designed
to help us in becoming effective disciplers. We need to depend on the
Holy Spirit to teach us God's truth and transform our hearts as we go
through the module.

SESSION 1

LOVE
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EXPLORE
As a child what was your greatest ambition in life? Have you already
achieved or accomplished it?

LEARNING NUGGET
When we were still young, we dreamed of becoming someone or doing
something that we really wanted to achieve. Some people have reached
their ambitions in life while others did not for different reasons. Some of
those who were not able to follow their agenda in life become frustrated
and bitter. But do you know that God has a wonderful plan for each one
of us? It is God's desire that we find out what His agenda is for us and be
able to pursue it faithfully within our lifetime. And that is the secret to a
successful and meaningful life.
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EXAMINE
I. What is Leadership?
A. Leadership is _______________.

"He who thinks
he is a leader but has
no followers is only
taking a walk."
JOHN C. MAXWELL

B. Spiritual Leadership
Spiritual leadership is influencing people
to move toward __________________ for their lives
and for the organization.

COMPASS OF LEADERSHIP

N
Center
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E

Self-leadership
Spirit-led leadership

S
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C. Leadership is a _______________.
Intentional development of:
•

Head – Knowledge

•

Hands – Skills

•

Heart – Character, Motivation, Faith

Leadership development is a lifetime development. If you stop
growing, you stop leading.
Importance of the Heart:
•

The heart ultimately
_________ what the
hand will do.

•

The heart ultimately
_________ God’s
power.

•

God looks at the
____________.

"Watch over your heart
with all diligence,
for from it flows the
springs of life."
PROVERBS 4:23
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THE STORY OF SAUL AND DAVID
Then Saul became very angry, for this saying displeased him; and
he said, "They have ascribed to David ten thousands, but to me
they have ascribed thousands. Now what more can he have but
the kingdom?"
1 Samuel 18:8
"For as long as the son of Jesse lives on the earth, neither you nor
your kingdom will be established. Therefore now, send and bring
him to me, for he must surely die.” But Jonathan answered Saul his
father and said to him, "Why should he be put to death? What has
he done?” Then Saul hurled his spear at him to strike him down; so
Jonathan knew that his father had decided to put David to death.
1 Samuel 20:31–33
But the Lord said to Samuel, “Do not look at his appearance or
at the height of his stature, because I have rejected him; for God
sees not as man sees, for man looks at the outward appearance,
but the Lord looks at the heart.
1 Samuel 16:7
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II. What is Spiritual Maturity?
The mark of true spirituality is ____________________.
Read Romans 8:29

Spiritual maturity is the
habitual Christ-like response
to stress and problems.

"Christ-likeness is the eternal
predestinating purpose of God."
JOHN STOTT

There are no shortcuts
to spiritual maturity.
•

_______________

•

_______________

•

_______________

•

_______________

•

_______________

"Oh, I don't reject your Christ. I
love your Christ. It is just that so
many of you Christians are so
unlike your Christ. If Christians
would really live according
to the teachings of Christ, as
found in the Bible, all of India
would be Christians today."
GANDHI

HOW GOD TRANSFORMS
PROCESS Ò PRODUCT

GOD'S
WORD &
SPIRIT

+

PEOPLE

+

C I R C U M S TA N C E S

+

= TRANSFORMATION / CHRIST-LIKENESS
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TIME

III. The Marks of Spiritual Leadership

Mark #1: Love
A. Qualities of Christ-likeness
1.

__________
Read Mark 12:28–29

The two commandments are inseparable. The greatest is
to love God and if you love God, you love each other. You
cannot separate the two.
Read 1 Corinthians 13:1–3

Read John 13:34–35

Love is the mark of true spirituality
and a true spiritual leader.
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B. Biblical Love
•

Love is a _________________.

•

Towards _________________people.

•

To seek their ______________________.

•

Which oftentimes require _________________.

The growth of your ministry is directly proportional
to your capacity to love God and people.
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EXPRESS
1.

From the scale of 1 to 10, (1 as the lowest), how do you rate yourself in
terms of loving people?

2. What should you stop doing in order to show love to others?

3.

What should you start doing in order to show love to others?
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EXPERIENCE
1.

Reflecting from the message, answer the graphic organizer below.
Discuss your insights with your small group.
Main verse (pick one from the lesson):
Identify difficult words then clarify by
defining them as a group:

Other Supporting Verses

Big idea (or) Main Point

Main Point
How I can apply what I learned to my life...
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•

_______________________

•

_______________________

•

_______________________

•

_______________________

•

_______________________

SESSION 2

HUMILITY
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EXPLORE
Share to the group one person whom you consider to be a great leader
and why. What qualities does this person have?

LEARNING NUGGET
All of us in one way or another have admired, looked up to or even
emulated some people who we think were great leaders. We believe that
they possessed qualities and have done some things that made them a
worthy example to follow. But what qualities or character traits does a
great leader have, especially in biblical terms? This and more we will find
out in this session.
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EXAMINE

Mark #2: Humility
I. The Dreaded Leader's Disease by Bill Lawrence
•

Drive for ___________

•

Drive for ___________ (recognition)

•

Drive for ___________ (control)

•

Drive for ___________

Even the Jesus' disciples were not immune to the Dreaded Leader's
Disease. Let us look at this incident in the Bible.
Read Mark 9:31–35, 10:32–37, 41–45; Matthew 20:20–21

"The lust for success is a subtle trap.
We hide ambition behind a façade of spirituality. We hide
our craving for recognition behind the camouflage of
doing God’s work. We sneer at politicians who build their
personal fortunes while pretending to serve the people, yet
we often fall prey to the same sin. Ambition causes us to
serve our own success rather than serving God."
COY W YLIE
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II. What is the Cure?
1.

Be ______________ that pride is a real problem

PROUD PERSON

HUMBLE PERSON

Reacts when criticized
Blame others
My rights
Wants recognition
Know-it-all
Critical of others
Wants to be served

"Humility is something we should constantly pray
for, yet never thank God that we have."
M.R. DEHAAN
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2. Know that God is _____________to the proud
Read 1 Peter 5:5-6

3. Practice ______________
Read Philippians 2:5–7

4. Be _____________ with the Holy Spirit
Read Galatians 5:16; Galatians 2:20

What is Christ-likeness? It is love and humility. The action of
humility is serving others or servanthood.
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EXPRESS
1.

Assess yourself using the comparative chart of a proud and humble
person. Are you a proud or a humble person?

2. Read John 13:1–17 (at least 3 times). What can you learn about Jesus?

EXPERIENCE
What practical things will you do to exercise humility in your daily living?
Be specific with your action points.
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SESSION 3

OBEDIENCE
PURSUIT OF GOD'S AGENDA
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EXPLORE
What do you think are some of the similarities and differences between
spiritual leadership and secular leadership?
DIFFERENCES

SIMILARITIES

Spiritual
Leadership

DIFFERENCES

Secular
Leadership

LEARNING NUGGET
Leadership is a very well-known topic both in the secular and Christian
world and rightly so because it is very important in the life and existence
of any organization, including the Church. But spiritual leadership is quite
unique because it is patterned after Jesus’ own leadership style. If only all
leaders practice spiritual leadership as modeled by Jesus, God’s kingdom
purposes will be accomplished and this world will be a better place to live in!
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EXAMINE

Mark #3: Obedience
Pursuit of God's Agenda
Leadership is a ________________.

Leadership is ________________.

1.

Your _________ is more important than your _________.

2. _________ is important but _________ is far more important.
3.

The mark of true spiritual leadership is ____________________.
Read Romans 8:28–29

"Christlikeness is the eternal
predestinating purpose of God."
JOHN STOTT

4.

_____________________ is the habitual Christ-like response
to stress and problems.
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Christ-like Leadership is best
evidenced by:
•

Love

•

Humility

•

__________________

"Jesus is our model.
He is the greatest
leader of all time."
D R . P E T E R TA N - C H I

Read John 5:30
Leadership is ________________.

What is the difference between secular and spiritual leadership?
________________ - Pursuit of man's agenda

________________ - Pursuit of God's agenda

Spiritual leadership is influencing people to move
______________ for their lives and for the organization.
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toward

God's Agenda for CCF
To honor God and to make Christ-Committed Followers who will make
Christ-Committed Followers.
Read Matthew 28:19–20
SECULAR LEADERSHIP

SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP

Personal Agenda

God's Agenda

Personal Glory

God's Glory

Loyalty to Men

Loyalty to God

Positional

Servant

KING SAUL'S EXAMPLE
Read 1 Samuel 15:12, 1 Samuel 18:8 (Personal Glory)

Read 1 Samuel 12:24 (Loyalty to Men)

"Sometimes the best way to tell if you are focused
on your personal agenda is how angry you
become when things don't go your own way."
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KING DAVID'S EXAMPLE
Read 1 Chronicles 22:7-8, 1 Chronicles 29:2–3 (God's Agenda & Glory)

Read Acts 13:22

"A true leader will
pursue God's agenda."

PURSUE THE MASTER'S AGENDA — MOSES' EXAMPLE
Read Deuteronomy 3:23–28; Deuteronomy 31:1–3, 7–8
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EXPRESS
1.

How would you feel if you were Moses?

2. How do you deal with disappointments?

EXPERIENCE
Using the table, 'Secular vs Spiritual Leadership', assess yourself (from 1 to
5, where 5 is the highest) in terms of how you exercise spiritual leadership
in your Small Group, family and in whatever leadership position you have.
Which of the characteristics of spiritual leadership do you practice well
and which ones do you need improvement in? What will you do differently
to improve in those areas? Make a list of your action points and share them
with your Dgroup leader.
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EXPLORE
What is it that if you lose or if you don't have, your life becomes meaningless
or you become depressed?

What makes you very angry?

What makes you anxious?

What makes you really happy?

LEARNING NUGGET

"Sometimes the best way to tell an idol
is not so much by looking at how good you feel
when you get it but by how devastated you are
when you don't have it or when you lose it."
TIM KELLER

"The Christian life is a process of God
breaking our idols one by one."
ELISABETH ELLIOT
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EXAMINE
SPIRITUAL LEGACY
Failure to ____________________ is failure to lead.

A leader without a ____________________ is not a successful leader.
Read Joshua 3:7; 6:27

Read Deuteronomy 34:1, 4–5, 7

Did Moses enter the promised land?
Read Matthew 17:1–3
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PURSUE GOD'S AGENDA
God's ____________
God's ____________
God's ____________
God's ____________
GOD'S BEST

"I glorified You on the earth, having accomplished
the work which You have given Me to do."
JESUS (JOHN 17:4)

"You will always have time and energy to pursue God's agenda.
But you will not have enough time and energy to pursue God's
agenda and your own agenda."
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EXPRESS
1.

What are the idols in your life that you need to surrender?

2. What is God's agenda for your life? For your family? For your career?

3.

What do you need to stop doing in order to pursue God's agenda for
your life? What do you need to start doing? Share your answers with
your Dgroup leader for accountability.
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EXPERIENCE
Now that you have a better understanding of what the marks of a spiritual leader
are, what are you going to change about the way you lead others? Share this
with your Dgroup and be accountable to each other on your progress.
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ANSWER KEY
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SESSION 1: LOVE
I.

WHAT IS LEADERSHIP?
A. Leadership is influence.
B. Spiritual Leadership
Spiritual leadership is influencing people to move toward God’s
agenda for their lives and for the organization.
C. Leadership is a process.
Importance of the Heart:
•

The heart ultimately determines what the hand will do.

•

The heart ultimately limits God’s power.

•

God looks at the heart.

II. WHAT IS SPIRITUAL MATURITY?
The mark of true spirituality is Christ-likeness.
There are no shortcuts to spiritual maturity:
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•

God’s Word

•

God’s Spirit

•

People

•

Circumstance

•

Time

III. THE MARKS OF SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP
MARK # 1: LOVE
A. Qualities of Christ-likeness
1.

Love

B. Biblical Love
•

Love is a commitment.

•

Towards imperfect people.

•

To seek their highest good.

•

Which oftentimes require sacrifice.
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SESSION 2: HUMILITY
I.

THE DREADED LEADER'S DISEASE BY BILL LAWRENCE
•

Drive for position

•

Drive for prestige (recognition)

•

Drive for power (control)

•

Drive for personal agenda

II. WHAT IS THE CURE?
1.

Be aware that pride is a real problem
PROUD PERSON

HUMBLE PERSON

Reacts when criticized

Listens to criticism

Blame others

Assumes responsibility

My rights

Surrendered rights

Wants recognition

Content to be behind the scenes

Know-it-all

Teachable

Critical of others

Thinks the best in others

Wants to be served

Serve others

2. Know that God is opposed to the proud
3. Practice humility
4. Be filled with the Holy Spirit
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SESSION 3: OBEDIENCE — PURSUIT OF GOD'S AGENDA
Leadership is a process.
Leadership is growth.
MARK # 3: PURSUE GOD'S AGENDA
1.

Your being is more important than your doing.

2. Competence is important but character is far more important.
3.

The mark of true spiritual leadership is Christ-likeness.

4.

Spiritual maturity is the habitual Christ-like response to stress and
problems.

Christ-like Leadership is best evidenced by:
•

Love

•

Humility

•

Obedience - Pursuit of God’s Agenda

Leadership is influence.
What is the difference between secular & spiritual leadership?
Secular Leadership – Pursuit of man’s agenda
Spiritual Leadership – Pursuit of God’s agenda
Spiritual leadership is influencing people to move toward God’s agenda
for their lives and for the organization.
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SPIRITUAL LEGACY
Failure to develop leaders is failure to lead.
A leader without a successor is not a successful leader.
PURSUE GOD'S AGENDA
God's will
God's way
God's timing
God's glory
GOD'S BEST
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